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Bibliography III.  
Forestress and Afterstress, Compounds and Phrases~  
A.M.Z I 
A. Introducto!l remarks 
N1Of the many combinations of the form N + N, N's + ti, and Adj + 
in English, some have been classi~ied as ££>P1,J,2pundJ1, others as phrases 
or syntactic sroups. Aside from orthographic considerations, there 
are tvo main criteria for classification--status as a vord,a.ndstress. 
The first, and more traditional, approach treats as compound 
'a combination of two or more words so as to function as one word, 
as a unit' (Jespersen 1942: sec. 8.1 1) , 
1a combination of t,.,.o 
vords forming a unit vhich is not identical with the combined forms 
or meanings of its elements' (Kruisinga 1932:sec. 1581), or 'vocables 
which, though felt and used as single words, are me.de up of two or 
more elements each of which may also be used as a separate word' 
(Zandvoort 1965:sec, 803), This approach is subject to the criticism 
that notions like ;wu...i are intolerably vague. 
The stress criterion--!orestress, as in family affair, doctor's 
office, and blackboard, as opposed to afterstress. as in family tree, 
doctor's dilemma., and black board--is clearly enunciated by Bloomfield 
1933:228: 'whenever we hear lesser or least stress upon a word which 
vould alvays shov high stress in a phrase, ve describe it as a 
compound-member: ice-~ [ 'ajs-1krijmJ is a compound, but ice 
~ [ 1ajs 'krijmJ is a phrase, although there is no denotative 
difference of meaning'. Both types of criteria are revieved by 
Marchand l960: sec. 2.1, vho maintains that stress is criterial for 
certain types, vhile the 'underlying concept 1--the nature of the 
syntactic or semantic relationship between the elements in a 
combination--is a significant factor in others. Quirk et al. 1972: 
1040 consider stress, morphological properties, and productivity as 
distinguishing factors: 
It is usus.l to emphasize the distisction between the  
word, where convention and semantic integration fix  
a stress and rhythm vhich the individual cannot alter,  
and connected speech, where the disposition of stresses  
is subject to the speaker's will and the meaning he  
vishes to convey, There is much validity in this but  
it must not be pressed too far, since it depends on a  
much sharper distinction between phrases and (compound)  
vords than English grammar and lexicology in fact  
va.rrant. It vill not do to say that initial stress •••  
indicates compounds, and final stressing.,.the  
syntactic phrases of connected speech. We have seen  
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compounds like ~ 1 stairs vhich (despite similarity with phrases lile 1down the 'street) we would not wish to analyse as phrases. And !rtli_ t life (in painting), 1vhich is usualy stressed in BrE as though it vas a 
phrase, shows that. it is a compound in having a 
different plural (stil lifes) from the simplex noun (!!~}..So too there a.re initial-stressed phrases that linguists do not normaly regard as compounds, 
since (as is not general in word-formation, •• } we 
are as free to form such sequences as ve are to ~arm 
any other kind of syntactic unit: 
The 'strawberry 1picking} ~  The 1 cabbage 1weeding ha~ gone wel. 
They go on to suggest that 'the stress distribution provides a 
firm basi$ .for distinguishing not between compound and phrase but 
different underlying relations between the juxtaposed items', citing 
pairs like 'toy :ractory -~toy 'factory, t }?il Ifight -1bul '~,1'French 1teacher -1French teacher, and ~1guarry - ~'~. Some estimate of how complex the problem ia can be gained from 
a survey of the types of N + M combinations with afterstress 
(contrasting with the 'normal' forestressed combinations). Poutsm~ 
1914:ch. 23 lists the folowing types: 
first nouns expressing qualities: 
substance: coton apron indicating embodiment of a quality: giant tree, infant 
colony 
state or function (appositional): ne.rent bird, clergyman 
cousin origin or habitat: Gladstone ba~! Ceylon tea, Bensal 
tiger 
first nouns expressing relations: 
possession, origin, agency: United States minister, 
Rioneer vork, party measures object relation: tariff reform, Government defeat 
appositive or specializing g£ relation: anglin_g ma.nia1 ma.ria_g_e state 
other prepositional relations: cha.nee a.cqua.intance, 
Court ladies, surprise visit, university education predicatives: maiden name, schoolboy days~ student life 
to which we :may add various types from Kruisings. 1932, among them the lad Robert (sec. 1181), the Savoy Hotel (1182), Buckingbe.in Palace {1393-4~, his two-volmne work {l854)t two dozen handkerchiefs {1855), 
South America. [1817), King Edward, Mr. Jones, the river Rhine, Lake Ontario (1886), and emperor-king (1688). Even these do not exhaust 
the types; from various sources, I can add: Ann-Margret, Ta:f't-H&rtleI, 
John Jones, Hotel Ritz, Detective lnsEector, Iowa Ci,J:Ys Madison Avenue, 
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Dole nineapnle, Grimes apple, Cadilac Riviera, Oxford Universit~, 
Eliot Hal, Tuesdal meeting_, science fiction, ma.chine inte,ligence, 
102 Broad~e.y, Columbus, Ohio, September 12,73, cine hundred tvo, 
Sa.m Smith Junior, and 'J!l Guide. Poutsma's classi~ication is not, 
of course, definitive and may require fu;r,ther division or recombination. 
B. The tra.nsform.a.tional literature 
Nearly al transformational treatments of phrases and compounds, 
beginning vith Lees 19601 folov Bloomfield in talcing stress to be criteria!. Thus, Lees limits his study of compounds to combinations 
with forestress, although he observes that 
It is possible that some transformation rules in the 
grammar differ solely in the kind of unitary stress 
natern ~hich they confer (in an as yet unspecitied vay) ~pon the transforms, for there s.:re many cases of composites 
which seem to differ only in this one respect, as for 
example, Madison Street vs. Madison Avenue, or ~:eple cake 
vs. anple p{e. Perhaps each individual morpheme is 
characterized by always taking in composition some one of a smal n\Ulber of (syntactic) junctures introduced into 
the sequence by the transformation itself o.nd yielding 
then, by phonological rules, in the manner suggested by 
Chomsky, Ha.le, 'and Lukoff, the appropriate stresses. 
This vie~ is supported by the fact that, at least in 
the author's speech, al composites in -street and -cake 
a.re compounds, vhile al in -aYenue and -nie are 
invariably nominal phrases. These favored'l'unctures would 
thent presumably, be overridden by certain constructions, 
so that, e.g., voman and doctor could combine to yield 
both a compound and a nominal phrase, but from differing source-sentences by two different transformational rules, say: 
The doctor is a voman, ~ voman doctor The doctor is for a woman.~ v6ma.n doctor (120) 
In an appendix (l6o-5), Lees reconsiders his earlier complete sep-aration of forestressed compounds e.nd afterstressed phrases, noting 
that (a) it treats some synonymous pairs with identical syntactic 
structure as nevertheless in contrast, (b) it fails to explain the 
contrast between afterstressed combinations like young _g_enius and 
child prodiEQ:', only the former having adjectival properties, and 
(c) it fails to give an account of the ambiguity of phrases like 
legal document and lo5ical falacy. Accordingly, Lees develops the 
ideas in the long quotation above, suggesting that compounding 
transformations might assign both forestress and afterstress, vhile 
the shift of elements from predicate to prenominal position invariably 
yields afterstress. He then gives lists of 12 types o~ afterstresaed combinations paraleling some of the 49 types of forestressed 
combinations treated in the ma.in body of the ~ork. 
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This proposal by Lees, that compounding transformations assign 
stress pattern (or, equivalently, that stress assignment rules 
consider earlier stages in derivations), is developed further by 
several nuthors--by Lees himself in two 1970 articles that attempt 
to reduce the number of source types for compounds, by Gleitman 
and Gleitman 1970:ch, 3, in the context of a psycholinguistic 
.investigation, and by Levi 1973, who is interested in the derivation 
of combinations like electrical engineer, parallel to mining 
engineer (Adj + N vs. N + N: 'My claim is that both the logical 
structure of these tvo NPs, and their deriva.tions are precisely 
parallel, up to the point where certain compound-initial nouns are 
converted into derived surface adjectives' (334)). 
A survey of the literature on {forestressed) nominal compounds 
is to be found in Zimmer 1971 (supplemented by Zimmer 1972b)~ vhere 
there is also a criticism of all :e,~~l+.X~ characterizations of 
com:pounds (by a listing o:r types or by a. listing of compounding 
rules) and some discussion, further developed in Zimmer l972a, of 
a necessary condition for compounding, the existence of an· 
'appropriately classificatory' relation. Zimmer 1971 includes an 
appendix on afterstressed combinations, with criticism of 
Marchand's treatment. Zimmer observes that there is 'a great deal 
of dialect variation which is.not compatible with the neat 
distinction (betveen transpositional derivation~ involving no 
addition of semantic elements and resulting in phrases, and semantic 
derivation, involving addition and resulting in compounds] that 
Marchand proposes' (Cl9)t2 that some examples do not square vith 
Ma.rche.nd's distinction in any event, and that Marchand refers to 
1 implicit contrast' to save his analysis,3 Zimmer concludes: 
Given that there a.re a lot of idiosyncratic factors 
involved in the compound vs. nominal phrase distinction, 
it is probably still true that the relations typically 
embodied in nominal phrases are of a type rather 
different from what is found in most compounds •.•And 
compounds do seem to have a greater tendency to become 
idiomatized. However, it would appear that the 
condition of a relation's being "appropriately 
classificatory" applies to most nominal phrases as 
well as to compounds. (Cl9) 
The Lees position~ hovever developed or transmuted~ involves 
trnnsformationa.1. prediction of stress contours. Consequently it 
is at variance vith restrictive theories about the relationship 
between syntax and phonology, which would require that only 
information available in syntactic surface structure can condition 
phonological rules. In fact, the description of combinations by 
Chomsky and Halle 1968:secs. 2.1, 3,9 adheres to a more reStrictive 
theory: they assume that the stress differences correlate exactly 
vi.th the distinction between c.o.mpounds (vhich are Us) and phrases 
(which are NPs), so that stres& assignment rules need be sensitive 
only to the surface syntactic distinction between N and NP.4 
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This very Bloomfieldian analysis is also adopted by Halle e.nd 
Keyser 1971:sec. 1.2. It is subject to the criticisms put forth by 
Lees and expanded on by Schmerling 1971, who concludes: 
!t does seem to be the case that in some instances  
stress assignment is governed by the choice of  
head or attribute, in others by syntactic  
characteristics (whether the attributive has the  
superficial form of an adjective or a noun).  
There ought to be rules that capture these  
generalizations. In other cases stress assignment  
is an idiosyncratic property or individual  
compounds and ought to be indicated in the lexicon  
as such. The fact that stress placement is some- 
times predictable should not make us try to predict  
it a.lwa.ys. (60-1)  
Schmerling 63-4 also mentions an altern&tion between after-
stress in predicate compound adjectives (brand nev) and rorestress 
when these compound adjectives appear in prenominal position{!_ 
brand new c~). She fails to see any satisfactory account for such 
facts. ~he facts, as it turns out, have been'.known for some time; 
a summary in :Bolinger 1965b indicates thst 'Jespersen credits James 
Elphiston vith having noted in 1765 the rhythmic shift of stress in 
vords like almost, forthwith, therein, for example, the la~s vritten 
therefo versus the laws therein written' (139) and lists many 
examples. It re1nains for someone to distinguish the cases in which 
backshifting of stress is obligatory-, optional, and p1·ohibited, and 
to incorporate these observations in a gr&.l'.lltllar 0£ English,5 
Footnotes 
*This work was begun during a visit to the Theoretical Psychology 
Unit of Edinburgh University. I am indebted t:o Christopher Longuet-
Higgina and Stephen Isard for interesting me in the problem and 
encouraging my investigations, and to the Royal Society and the 
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for their financial. support. 
1. Although my examples are prime.rily nominals, the discussion 
below applies as well to adjectival and verbal constructions. 
2. For other examples of dialect variation, consider the 
fact that while American English typically has forestress in 
combinations with Building and House, British English typically has 
afterstres:s: ~liot Hoiise. the Br!ll Butldintt {American) , India House~ 
the Clarendon Bu!ldinse (British). . 
3. The notion of im~licit contrast, though unacceptably fuzzy, 
bas some appeal. The idea is that certain items are stressed because 
they a.re salient (they are in contrast vith a number or other items 
from a large set, whereas the items Yi.th which they occur are not, 
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or are unmarked representatives of some class). For Marchand, 
implicit contrast explains forestress in bookstore, hardware store, 
etc. (as opposed to hardware emporium, book warehouset etc.). John 
Lyons has offered to me ingenious 'implicit contra.st' accounts for 
the following puzzling facts a.bout N + N combinations: (a) the 
difference betveen Sm!th Street and Smith Avenue/Place/Terrace/ 
Lane/Wa~/C!rcle, •. , and (b) the difference between Oxford and 
Cambridge colleges with the word college in them (which are fore-
stressed: K!ng's College, New College), and those with hall in them 
(which a.re aftcrstressed: New H~ll, Lady Margaret Hall); street 
and college a.re the unmarked designations, hence less stresseds 
vhile other na.mes for thoroughfares, and hall instead of the expected 
college, are stressed in contrast. --
Similarly, Christopher Longuet-Riggins has suggested that the 
large number of afterstressed combinations with student as their 
first element {student affairs/exoedition/discipline/rule/vote/power/ 
revolt/grant/teachinz •.• ) comes from the occurrence of such 
combinations in contexts vhere various aspects of students are under 
consideration, so that only the second clement is salient. 
Another minor mechanism that might be supposed to explain the 
position of stress in N + N combinations is contamination. Perhaps 
the forestress of Brazil nut (as opposed to the afterstress of most 
combinations with geographical names as their first elements) is 
the result of contwnination from E(;m.nut, va.lnut, hazelnut, chestnut, 
etc. · 
It should be noted that although implicit contra.st and 
contamination are plausible accounts of the invention of, or 
historical change in, certain forms, the case for reference to 
implicit contrast and contamination in a synchronic grammar of 
English is less clear. Perhaps the position of stress in combinations 
vith street is simply learned, and must be indicated as a property 
of the word ~treet in modern English, and perhaps the fact that 
Brazil nut is forestressed is also learneds and must be listed a.s an 
exception in a gra.tnrnar.
4. Plus some indication of exceptionality: 
The fact that a phrase is not subject to the Compound  
Rule might be formally indicated in various ways:  
for example, by a feature specification of the  
boundary between the constituents, in vhich case the  
rule can be limited to boundaries not containing  
this feature ••• Alternatively, we might provide  
for a.n ad hoc deletion of the node N dominating  
such compounds, (Chomsky and Halle 1968:156}.  
5. Various other stress peculiarities need further study. There 
are example·s in which stress shifts to the right vhen a forestresaed 
combination itself appears as the first element of a compound: 
househald cleanser instead of household cleanser (compare s!nk 
cleanser), §.verseas rates (compare postage rates), back se~!ver 
(compare motorcycle drfver--a minimal pair), ball paint pen {compare 
fountain p~n and au!ll pen, etc. 
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In still other cases of combinations appearing as first 
elements of combinations, there is an optional shift to the right, 
perhaps to avoid ambiguity: afterstressed combinations like English 
language and Royal Society either keep their stress (tnglish language 
research, Royal SocietLProfessor), or shift it to the next element 
(English language rese ch, Raya~ Society nrofessor). The first of 
these options is the stress we would predict on other grounds 
(compare ~nglish research 'research on English' and !nstitute 
professor), but it yields combinations that are ambiguous vith respect 
to their immediate constituent division ('resea~ch on the English 
language' and 'language research in English', 1professor in the Royal 
Society' or •society professor who is royal'). 
Finally, there are several familiar problems surrounding the 
distribut'ion of secondary and tertiary e.ccents--eleva.tor bo:v vs. 
elevator operator and Long !sland vs. a long !sla.nd, Since these do 
not concern which element of a combination receives the greater 
stress, I vill not review the literature here. Note, however, that 
some of the afterstressed N + N types listed above have tertiary 
rather than secondary stress on their first elements (Mr. Jones, 
South America, King Edvard, as opposed to John Jones, Eliot Hall, 
Grimes apple, etc.). 
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